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Opening Letter

 
 “I’m not like every other Korean American.”  Well, that’s what I like to tell myself at least.

 In the college bubble, where most guys look like a cookie cutter mold straight out of an issue of 
GQ – or their sweatpants drawer – and every other person in the world seems to be a so-and-so major 
with professional dreams, my Korean-ness is the only thing that might make me “special.”  But alas, 
with close to 1.4 million of us around, one can’t help but ask the question, “How can anyone possibly 
be unique?”
 I can try my best to answer.  I grew up in a town famous for the smell of both homemade apple 
pie and Amish manure; not to mention a place where the nearest Abercrombie & Fitch is only 15 min-
utes from the antique capital of the world.  I have un amor profundo for España, her cultura, and her 
people and can speak the language one hundred times better than coreano.  Also, in my free time, I 
climb bizarre fake rocks indoors and carry a rack of carabineers as an everyday accessory.  Not your 
typical Korean right?  But before I can enjoy any semblance of self satisfaction, I cannot ignore the 
issue of “What exactly is typical?”  
 Unfortunately for me, this question is not so simple.  As the myriad of Korean faces I know, 
I’ve met, and I’ve seen begin to cycle through my mind, I am at a loss to produce one archetype or one 
standard that defines us.  Just within our own bid team of seven we embody a wide gamut of back-
grounds and individuals: we are Canadian, Chinese-Korean, Korean international, prep school gradu-
ates, east and west coasters.  So after this moment of reflection I come to the conclusion – or more 
appropriately cliché – that everyone is different.  Not exactly the most groundbreaking discovery.
 Yet, this conclusion about Korean America is not the whole story.  We are this diverse con-
tinuum, yet at the same time we have a unique solidarity originating from not only each other but also 
our collective culture and experience.  We empathize with one another for the common pull within 
ourselves that persistently ebbs and flows between the two poles of who we are: always a delicate 
balancing act between our multiple identities.  Meanwhile, all of us face an external push from the 
individuals and the society around us that compel definitions and labels on who others see us as.
 Thus, our Korean America is heterogeneous and homogenous at the same time; both a part 
of and apart from the society around us.  While we are this varied spectrum of sons and daughters, 
students and professionals, visionaries and realists, there is an inherent unity among us arising from 
our pendulum that swings between the “Korean” and the “American,” ever propelled by both our own 
influence and that of our society.  It is a difficult paradox; we are plural and singular, pulled and pushed 
simultaneously.
 So from these multiple contradictions, can one posibly define a representative Korean Ameri-
can?  Both no and yes.  It is impossible to find a paradigm that encompasses who we are completely, 
but rather our shared internal and external circumstances typify our experience as a singular popula-
tion - a Korean America.

 So in fact I am like “every other Korean American” not in the sense that I emulate a typical 
archetype; instead I identity with this unified people of the singular and plural, pulled and pushed.  
This is the realization I have reached and I hope others will share with me when they experience the 
Korean American Students Conference in Philadelphia, the city of foundations.

         Bryan Ko
         Kascon 23 Bid Team Director

Kascon 23 Foundations
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VisionKascon 23 Foundations
       “Let the thirteen States, bound together in a strict and indissoluble Union, concur in erecting one great America…able to dictate 
the terms of the connection between the old and the new world.”

- Alexander Hamilton

 In Philadelphia in the year 1776, the founding fathers 
of the United States crafted one of the most important docu-
ments in American history, one that would serve to define what 
it meant to be an American. While all U.S. citizens today share 
the “inalienable rights” of which these men wrote, it is undeni-
able that a large percentage of this group was not included in the 
document’s original intent.  Entering this country as members 
of the working class, fighting racism, and trying to succeed in 
the face of discrimination, Korean Americans have never easily 
been able to embrace the promises of the founding fathers. 
 Therefore, we the people of the University of Pennsyl-
vania’s KASCON 23 Bid Team find no better place than Phila-
delphia and no better time than now to actively engage in es-
tablishing the foundation for our identity in America. Just as the 
founding fathers articulated who they would be and how they 
would function in this “new world,” it is our turn to declare our 
identity in just as direct a manner. In order to do this, we first 
must understand what Korean America actually is; however, 
when confronting this question, the answer is never quite that 
simple. Korean America is comprised of diverse identities that 
span the length of nearly every social, economic, and political 
category.  Who we are simply cannot be coined in the phrase 
“Korean American” without depriving our identity of the very 
diversity that defines it. Therefore, we here at Penn have looked 
to the history of our city in answering this question. 
 Not many people are familiar with the name “Philip 
Jaisohn”; however, this man plays a significant role in signal-
ing the start of Korean presence in the United States. As the 
first Korean immigrant to gain citizenship in the U.S., Dr. 
Jaisohn embodied what it meant to pledge an allegiance to two 
separate countries, and consequently, two different identities. 
While studying at our very own University of Pennsylvania, 
Dr. Jaisohn learned what it meant to think, act, and live as an 
American. Jaisohn’s naturalization marked the start of a perma-
nent Korean presence in America as he actively chose to claim 
America as his surrogate motherland. If history has taught us 
anything, it is that we too are in the same position as Jaisohn; 
we too are in a position to choose. It is up to our generation 
to decide how Korean America will look like and who it will 
include, and it is our belief that if we do so properly, we will 
end up with a diverse mosaic of people who together will march 
triumphantly into the future. 
 KASCON 23 in the city that witnessed the birth of 
both this nation and in essence Korean America will be an ideal 
opportunity to redefine the direction our identity is taking since 
Dr. Jaisohn walked on Penn’s campus over one century ago.  
To reach this desired awareness, our vision, Foundations, will 
become a defining feature at the forefront of our conference 
divided into two more focused themes inspired by the common 

origins of the U.S. and Korean America: Independence and In-
tegration.
 The first facet of KASCON 23, Independence, will be 
a moment of self-reflection to fully understand what Korean 
America is today by examining the divides that exist within our 
community.  The tendency of other conferences is to assume an 
already established and cohesive Korean American character 
and voice.  In reality, like the “thirteen states” of the founding 
fathers’ America, our identity is one defined by its diversity.  
There is no simple archetype to what a Korean American is; 
rather we are a spectrum representing every combination of 
socioeconomic, political, ideological, and generational back-
grounds.  While it is essential to understand who we are within, 
we can no longer be content with establishing what Korean 
America is separated from our surroundings.  We must now 
also establish our “connection” to the American and global so-
cieties around us.   Like the internal reflection it will provide, 
the theme of Independence will also be applied to this context 
to understand what factors separate our community from our 
societal environment.  To fully understand our populations 
place within this context, we must understand the relationship 
Korean America shares with the rest of society.
 After recognizing these divisions KASCON 23’s sec-
ond theme Integration will be an opportunity to bring together 
this multiplicity into a “strict and indissoluble Union.”  If we 
are to bring about the foundation of an amalgamated Korean 
America, it is imperative that our conference provides the tools 
and understanding for students to challenge the boundaries that 
traditionally have divided us.  Although we should recognize 
and celebrate the diversity within our community, it is impera-
tive that we have a common voice and identity to unify us.  In-
tegration will be applied to those boundaries that are cultural 
and global as well.  In the wake of Virginia Tech and the on-
going crisis in North Korea, we can no longer simply remain 
quiet and self-secluded, but must have an active voice and in-
tegrate ourselves externally.  KASCON 23 will have a central 
goal to establish both better relations among Korean Americans 
and also increased awareness and activism in the environment 
around us.

 As Alexander Hamilton and his fellow founding fa-
thers had done in 1776, we envision a conference that will rec-
oncile the independence and integration within our population, 
and consequently will bring about the foundation of a unified 
and empowered Korean America.

 We the people envision KASCON 23: Foundations.
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Staff Kascon 23 Foundations

Bryan Hyun Ko ‘09 (bryanhk@sas.upenn.edu) 717.917.2210
Major: Economics
Minors: Hispanic Studies, East Asian Languages and Civilizations

KSA Positions Held: Co-President (Present), Vice President (2007), Member 
Relations Chair (2006), Freshman Representative (2005) 
Active Roles on Campus: Sigma Alpha Mu, Climbers for Kids, APALI (2007)

Hyoju Helen Yi ‘10 (yihyoju@wharton.upenn.edu) 215.983.9132
Major: Finance

KSA Positions Held: Liaison (Present)
Active Roles on Campus: Wharton Asia Exchange, Wharton Women, RCF, 
RCF Sunday School     

Jacqueline Hye-jin Wong ‘10 (wongjh@sas.upenn.edu) 609.731.2239
Major: Psychology 
Minor: Korean

KSA Positions Held: Liaison (Present), Culture Show Committee (2007)
Active Roles on Campus: Overflow, Spring Fling, Women’s Varsity Tennis 
Team, Chinese Student Association, Sigma Psi Zeta, GCC, Welcoming Minis-
try

Amy Lee ‘09 (leeamy@sas.upenn.edu) 201.873.7210
Major: Economics and Communications

KSA Positions Held: Liaison (Present), Freshman Representative (2005)
Active Roles on Campus: Dzine2Show, Kite and Key Tour Guide
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Diana Chang ‘11 (?@sas.upenn.edu) 818.642.7758
Major: Political Science

KSA Positions Held: Social Chair (Present), Freshman Representative (2007)
Active Roles on Campus:

Louise Lee ‘11 (lloui@seas.upenn.edu) 206.446.3713
Major: Computer Science Engineering

KSA Positions Held: Community Chair (Present), Freshman Representative 
(2007)
Active Roles on Campus

Albert Pak ‘11 (alpak@sas.upenn.edu) 201.290.5170
Major: Economics

KSA Positions Held: Liaison (Present), Freshman Representative (2007)
Active Roles on Campus: Overflow, GCC
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Schedule Kascon 23 Foundations

Beginnings - Thursday, March 12th
03:00pm - 11:00pm  Registration / Check-in    Houston Hall
06:00pm - 09:00pm  Ice Breaker / Social Mixer    Center City 

Independence - Friday, March 13th
08:30am - 09:30am  Breakfast      Houston Hall
09:30am - 11:00am  Opening Ceremony     Bodek Lounge
11:00am - 12:30pm  Independence Seminar 1    Huntsman Hall
12:30pm - 01:30pm  Lunch       Houston Hall
01:30pm - 02:45pm  Independence Seminar 2    Huntsman Hall
02:45pm - 04:00pm  Independence Seminar 3    Huntsman Hall
04:00pm - 06:00pm  Evening Fun    
      •Broomball Faceoff   Penn Rink
      •Casino Royale   Houston Hall
      •Game Time or Half Time  Houston Hall
06:00pm - 07:00pm  Dinner      Houston Hall
07:00pm - 10:00pm  Independence Extravaganza   Hall of Flags
10:30pm - 12:30am  Integration Kickoff
      •Center City Sights   Center City
      •KA BBQ    The Quad

Integration - Saturday, March 14th
10:00am - 11:00am  Brunch      Houston Hall
11:00am - 12:00am  Opening Ceremony     Bodek Lounge
12:00pm - 01:30pm  Integration Seminar 1    Huntsman Hall
01:30pm - 03:00pm  Integration Seminar 2    Huntsman Hall
03:00pm - 05:00pm  SPOTLIGHT!     N/A
05:00pm - 06:00pm  Dinner      Bodek Lounge
06:00pm - 07:00pm  Closing Ceremony     Bodek Lounge
07:00pm - 10:00pm  Concert      Irvine Auditorium
11:00pm - 02:00am  After Party      Center City

Foundations - Sunday, March 15th
06:00am - 01:00pm  Handprints      Sheraton Hotel
06:00am - 01:00pm  Checkout      Sheraton Hotel
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ScheduleKascon 23 Foundations

Thursday - Beginnings

A Taste of Philly
 To welcome conference participants to our city of Philadlephia, we think there is no better treat than a 
trip to Pat’s, Geno’s, and Jim’s, three of our most famous philly cheesesteak restaurants.  While this will serve as 
dinner, it will also be a way for KASCON goers to meet others during their trip and while they eat.  We will be 
subsidizing the SEPTA subway fare down to increase the incentive for people to explore Philly.

Friday - Independence
 A day to reflect and look into what divides exist within the Korean American identity.

Opening Ceremony

 Welcome to KASCON23! The conference will commence with opening remarks by the Executive Direc-
tor, who will present this year’s theme, “Foundations” and set the basic agenda of what to expect during the next 
few days. Next, the directors will introduce the speakers, who will provide an internal reflection on the evolution 
of Korean America and encourage the participants to become proactive in issues within their communities and 
beyond. The Keynote Speaker will emphasize Friday’s theme, “Independence” by exploring the differences that 
exist within the Korean American community. A video presentation will follow, featuring the KASCON23 Board 
members, along with a preview promoting upcoming conference workshops, speakers, and events.

Independence Seminars

 The three Independence Seminars will highlight the understanding of the Korean American identity and 
its distinct standing in the country. Many of these seminars will be led by speakers with their own personal expe-
riences as Korean Americans, having made their own choices, managed their own lives, and having found their 
own pathways. Discussions will focus on improving the understanding among the wide gamut of political, social, 
cultural, and academic interests of Korean Americans. In addition to seminar discussions, the sessions will also 
consist of workshops, in which students will have more interaction with the leaders and each other. Sessions will 
run approximately 70 minutes, ending ten minutes early for travel time to and from the designated sites.
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Schedule Kascon 23 Foundations

Friday - Independence Continued

Evening Fun

 After a full day of discussion, what the participants will need is some “Evening Fun”, a relaxing night that 
lives up to its name. Starting at 4:00 PM, the Penn Ice Rink will open up to those who want some athletic competi-
tion on the ice in a Broomball Tournament. For those who would rather not get so physical, they can get a run for 
their money at the poker tournament that will also be going on at Houston Hall. If that’s not enough, the “Game 
Time or Half Time” event down the hall will provide students a break to wind down from the day and participate 
in fun games with each other.

Independence Extravaganza

 Independence Extravaganza is a fun exposition of the day’s theme. It will juxtapose the traditional and the 
contemporary through fellow students’ talents in the form of performances, skits, and concerts. The show will also 
present UPenn’s very own student performance groups, including a-capella groups, dance troupes, a poongmool 
drum troupe, and tae-kwon-do demo’s. All participating schools will be showcasing their own performances and 
acts. 

Integration Kickoff

 We jump into Saturday’s “Integration” theme by bringing the students together for some late night min-
gling and bonding. “Center City Sights” offers a unique opportunity to discover downtown Philadelphia in person 
and satisfy midnight sweet cravings at a renowned chocolate café and gelato shop. For those opting out of the 
late-night dessert party, the “KA BBQ” on campus will be sure to fill stomachs with Korean BBQ, as well as tra-
ditional American burgers and hot dogs.
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ScheduleKascon 23 Foundations

Saturday - Integration
 The second day of KASCON 23 will provide an opportunity to bring together...

Opening Ceremony 

 KASCON 23 on Saturday will begin with opening comments by the Executive Director, who will provide 
a brief recap of Friday’s events and then set the tone for today’s theme, “Integration.” A second keynote speaker 
will highlight the theme, encouraging the participants to actively voice their opinions and develop community.

Integration Seminars 

 Integration seminars will follow the same format as that of Independence seminars, but with a slightly 
different focus. In promoting the diverse composition of the Korean American community, the sessions will aim 
to produce a sense of solidarity of the always evolving and growing collective identity of Korean Americans. 

Closing Ceremony

 The conference will formally come to an end as the participants take this time to remember, reflect, and 
organize what they have acquired through their KASCON experience.

Concert and Afterparty

 As one of the most anticipated events of KASCON, the concluding event will display exhilarating perfor-
mances by favorite Korean American performers, as well as emerging local musical talent in Irvine Auditorium. 
The festivities will then continue through the night as participants experience Philadelphia’s high energy nightlife 
at one of city’s hotspot clubs
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Sunday - Foundations

Handprints

 As the conference draws to a close, upon checking out all participants will be encouraged leave their mark 
on this year’s KASCON.  In the hotel lobby, we will place a sheet that will have the outline of “Foundations” to 
be filled in by the hands of 500 people after an inspiring and engaging weekend.  Following conclusion of the 
conference, everyone will receive a picture of this collage to keep as a fitting reminder to their experiences.
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SettingKascon 23 Foundations

Our region...

 The last time the Korean American Students Conference was in the northeast was in 2006  

 Philadelphia, PA, located in the northeast, is a location that is ideal for a Korean American 
Students Conference.  

http://www.allcountries.org/uscensus/299_colleges_number_and_enrollment_by_state.html
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Setting Kascon 23 Foundations

Our city...

 Although Benjamin Franklin and the other colonial founding fathers walked the cobble-
stone streets of Old City in 1776, Philadelphia today is a bustling urban metropolis.  During the 
day you can find an assortment of museums, stores, and historical sites busy with activity while 
at night, the restaurants and nightclubs come alive.

 Philadelphia will be the ideal setting for KASCON 23 as the city offers a wide range of 
resources for a conference through availability of local corporate sponsors, venues for various 
events, and other advantages that an urban environment offers.  The city’s unique history also 
makes for a very unique theme and feel for our conference.
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SettingKascon 23 Foundations

Our campus...

 The University of Pennsylvania, while considered “urban,” still has a very strong campus 
feel that separates the world of academia from the bustling Philadelphia surroundings.

 Multiple bridges separate the bustle of Center City Phladelphia 

 Our campus will be a great location for KASCON 23 as the close proximity of all confer-
ence facilities eliminates the need for transportation services for the majority of events and fos-
ters a cohesive environment for the conference.  In addition, there are two hotels located right on 
Penn’s campus.
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Houston Hall
The hub of student life, this facility hosts a wide variety 
of student events throughout the year, offering a wide 
range of venues, accomodations, and event planning 
services to assist student groups.  The building houses 
both Hall of Flags (pictured below) and Bodek Lounge, 
two venues for conference events.  Due to its central lo-
cation on campus Houston Hall will serve as the home-
base for KASCON 23. 

John M. Huntsman Hall
Huntsman Hall is one of the landmarks of Penn’s cam-
pus and is home to one of the top business schools in 
the nation.  This building offers a wide range of rooms 
ideal for presentations and discussions complete with 
built in projectors, microphones, and other essential 
A/V equipment at no cost.
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Logan Hall
The home of the College of Arts and Sciences, Logan 
Hall offers a variety of classrooms that can double as 
venues for active discussions among conference par-
ticipants and the speakers.

The Quad
The quintessential “Ivey” dorm on Penn’s campus, the 
Quad houses students in a building tha surrounds a pic-
turesque lawn area that is ideal for outdoor events or 
an open space to just relax after classes.  

Steinberg Hall Dietrich Hall
The old home of Penn’s business school, “Steiny-Dee” 
as it is affectionately called, is another building ideal 
for seminar discussions.  The building has many rooms 
that can hold anywhere from 100-200 students and can 
serve as an alternative venue for speakers.
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Irvine Auditorium
One of our campus’ many auditoriums, Irvine is a venue 
for many student and visiting performances throughout 
the year.  Despite its traditional looking exterior, this 
building offers a state of the art venue for a potential 
concert that will be a grand finale for the conference!

Capacity: 1247

Annenberg Center
Another potential venue for conference performances, 
the Annenberg Center has three different theatres ca-
tering to events of different sizes.  The building also 
offers a 8,677 square foot lobby and reception area.

Capacity: 962
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Sheraton Hotel
Located within Penn’s campus, the Sheraton Hotel 
will offer comfortable accomedations to conference 
attendees for the weekend.  In addition to great rooms, 
the Sheraton has a number of large conference rooms 
that will be great venues for openening ceremonies 
and a potential banquet.

The hotel has already had experience in hosting Penn 
conferences and thus understands the needs and logis-
tics for catering to such large scale events.

Inn at Penn
An alternative to the Sheraton, the Inn at Penn is a 
branch of Hilton Hotel, and is also located within 
Penn’s campus.  This hotel hosts many Penn visitors 
each year and offers 238 luxurious guest rooms.  Like 
the Sheraton, the Inn at Penn has meeting venues that 
can function as venues for the larger events during 
KASCON 23.

This hotel hosts many large business and recruitment 
fairs, so the administration has a great deal of experi-
ence in conference events.
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 Even the best, most well organized conference is not complete without the active partici-
pants who voice their opinions and create the animated forum for discussion.  Thus, it is essential 
that people from across the country can travel easily and efficiently to KASCON 23.
 Luckily for us, Philadelphia has transportation sevices in spades, offering a variety of air, 
train, and bus companies linking our city and our campus to all 50 states and to the rest of the 
world.  Penn’s conference will therefore be easily accessible to hundreds of students from across 
the nation!

Cost of one-way 
trip from New 

York City.

Miles from Phila-
delphia Interna-
tional Airport.

Highways run 
through Philadel-

phia.

Subway stations 
on campus.

Blocks from the 
Thirtieth Street 
Train Station.

How to get here...

By the numbers...

$10 6.7 6 5 4
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Dr. Seung-Bok Lee§

 In his senior year of high school, Lee was a recent Korean 
immigrant and one of the nation’s most promising young gymnasts, 
who had earned a spot on the Korean men’s gymnastics team for 
the1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul. One day, Lee accidentally 
landed on his chin instead of his legs during somersault practice, and 
became a quadriplegic. After the accident, he spent eight months at 
New York University’s (NYU) Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Med-
icine for physical training to build strength in his arms. He learned 
how to write with a special pen fitted to a glove. He found his inter-
est in rehabilitation field and decided to pursue the career that can 
help patients like him. Today, Robert Seung-bok “S.B.” Lee is chief 
resident in the Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation. 
Lee is one of only two tetraplegic physicians currently practicing in 
the nation. Being a doctor as a quadriplegic, he provides a sense of 
hope that other doctors can’t. 

Dr. Byung Chang Choi§

 Dr. Byung Chang Choi as the Chairman of the Philip 
Jaisohn Mermorial Foundation continues to carry out Dr. Jaisohn’s 
vision, maintaining his passion for the community and public ser-
vice.  This center offers medical, social, and educational services 
for local Philadelphians in his memory.
 Dr. Philip Jaisohn was a philanthropist, activist, doctor, and 
in a sense the founding father of Korean America.  Despite living 
in Philadelphia nearly one century ago, Dr. Jaisohn embodied the 
same duality that any contemporary Korean American can empa-
thize with.  “He loved his native land, Korea; shook it from its 
slumbers, roused the young and thundered at the old. In exile, he 
embraced his adopted county, served it with true devotion, healed 
the sick, and advanced science. But, he never forgot his native soil, 
spared no effort for her freedom. And, to the end of his life, he 
remained a dedicated champion of the cause of humanity every-
where.”

Dr. Philip Jaisohn

Keynote SpeakersKascon 23 Foundations
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Dr. Harold Hongju Koh§

 Harold Hongju Koh (born December 8, 1954, Boston, MA, 
United States) is a Korean-American lawyer, legal scholar, former 
U.S. State Department official, and current Dean of Yale Law School 
and Gerard C. and Bernice Latrobe Smith Professor of International 
Law. His name has been mentioned as a possible U.S. Supreme Court 
Justice nominee in the event of a Democratic Presidential victory in 
2008. He began teaching at Yale Law School in 1985 and has served 
since 2004 as its fifteenth Dean. From 1998 to 2001, he served as As-
sistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. 
Before joining Yale, he practiced law at Covington and Burling and 
at the Office of Legal Counsel at the Department of Justice. He is a 
famous expert on international law and a prominent advocate of hu-
man and civil rights. 

Dr. Howard Kyongju Koh§

 Dr. Howard Kyongju Koh is the Harvey V. Fineberg Profes-
sor of the Practice of Public Health and Associate Dean for Public 
Health Practice at the Harvard School of Public Health. He served 
as the Massachusetts Commissioner of Public Health from 1997-
2003. His major research has been focused on cancer prevention 
and control, which led him to examine community-based strate-
gies to reduce cancer disparities
and improve cancer prevention and early detection. Dr. Koh has 
received the Drs. Jack E. White/LaSalle D. Leffall, Jr., Cancer 
Prevention Award from the American Association for Cancer Re-
search and the Intercultural Cancer Council, as well as the national 
Distinguished Service Award from the American Cancer Society. 
In 2000, President Bill Clinton appointed Dr. Koh to a term on the 
National Cancer Advisory Board.

Keynote Speakers Kascon 23 Foundations
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Kim Yunjin
 “I feel like Lost has sort of paved the way for a foreign 
character to come on American television and speak their own lan-
guage for a very long time,” she says. “I’m really proud of that. I 
feel like we’re representing our people. Having us on these shows, 
[having] different ethnic types in general, is great.”
 An accomplished actress who has already made a name for 
herself in Korea, Yunjin Kim has made her mark in American tele-
vision most notably through her role as “Sun” on ABC’s huge hit 
TV show Lost. Her career in Korea took off overnight when she 
was finally able to secure her place as a darling of Korean cinema 
when she became cast as the lead role in Shiri. Shiri was Korea’s 
first blockbuster film and became the highest grossing film in the 
history of Korean cinema in 1999. In the years that followed, she 
starred in five additional Korean films before making the savvy 
decision to return to the United States in 2003 with the reputation 
as “the Korean Julia Roberts.” Look for Yunjin Kim next in Two 
Sisters, a light-hearted family comedy co-starring Margaret Cho.

Biya Han§

 Biya Han is a writer, adventurer, and aid worker. She is the 
Emergency Relief Team leader with the Christian aid organization 
World Vision Korea. For seven years from 1993, she traveled the 
hinterlands in the world and earned the nickname “daughter of the 
winds.” She supports three children, whom she calls her daughters, 
in Ethiopia, Bangladesh and Mongolia. As a successful non-fiction 
writer, she published “March Out of a Map” in September 2005 
which has been sold 600,000 copies over the past two years. All of 
Han’s books on the countries she has visited have become bestsell-
ers with readers from all age groups from teens to 50s. 

Keynote SpeakersKascon 23 Foundations
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Ban-Ki Moon§

 Ban Ki-Moon began his career in foreign diplomacy for 
Korea upon graduating from Seoul University and receiving a de-
gree in International Relations in 1970.  Through his hard work, 
diligence, and demeanor, he rose through various UN positions as 
well as serving as ambassadors to the United States and Austria.  
His standing in Korea culminated in 2004 when he took the office 
of foreign minister of Korea under President Roh Moo Hyun.  In 
this position, he actively sought to improve inter-Korea relations 
on the peninsula, participating in the six-party talks concerning the 
North Korean nuclear issue.
 In February 2006, Ban Ki-Moon made history by being the 
first Korean to declare his candidacy for the prestigious seat as the 
Secretary General of the United Nations, being appointed to the 
position in October.  As the figurehead for the most important dip-
lomatic body in the world, Ban has put issues such as global warm-
ing, the violence in the Middle East, and Darfur at the forefront of 
his agenda.

 § - Speakers we have contact information for and are prepared to discuss logistics and further details with should Penn win   
       the bid.

Keynote Speakers Kascon 23 Foundations
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American Politics

Proposed Speakers

• Elaine Choi, Analyst at Roosevelt Institution, Think  
   Tank 
• Donald P. Gegg, Chairman of the Board of The  
   Korea Society 
• John Lim, Oregon State Representative 
• John Yoo, Professor of Law, UC Berkeley
• Harry Kim, Mayor County of Hawaii
• Shinae Chun, Director of Women’s Bureau
• Evans J.R. Revere, U.S. ambassador to the Repub 
   lic of Korea
• John Liu, New York City Council Member

Proposed Seminars

Independence Seminar
• The Federal Government’s Perception of Korean  
   American Population and Their Issues.
• How the new presidency will change America?
• Distinctive Korean American Issues in Asian Amer 
  ican Policy

Integration Seminar
• Where does Korean American stand in the U.S.  
   politics? 
• Korean Participation in American
• Looking beyond the self-interests of a communal  
  Korean minority, and towards the broader interest  
  of the national sphere  

Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Running a Polticial Campaign: A Run for Philadelphia City Council”
David Oh, Candidate for Philadelphia City Council

 
 A native Philadelphian, David Oh rose from his humble beginnings 
as a pastor’s son, receiving his J.D. and advancing through the ranks of the 
Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office.  However, he resigned from this post 
to enlist in the armed forces, joining the 20th Special Forces Group.  Upon 
returning home, he reopened his law office in Center City, Philadelphia.  How-
ever, in 2007, David wished to serve his community in a greater way by run-
ning for City Council, but was behind by a mere 122 abesentee votes.

 David will potentially discuss his experience on the campaign trail and 
delve into the state of current Korean American activism in politics.
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Korean Politics

Proposed Speakers

• Tom Plate, UCLA professor in Department  
 of Speech-Communications Studies, Asia  
  columnist 
• Norman Levin, Analyst in RAND Corpora 
  tion, Center for Asia Pacific Policy
• Julie Park, Korean Americans Alliance
• Chaibong Hahm, Professor of Political Sci 
  ence at Yonsei University 
• Chung-in Moon, Professor of Political Sci 
  ence and Dean of the Graduate School of  
  International Studies at Yonsei University

Proposed Seminars

Independence Seminar
• Korean Politics – its international stan 
   point
• What Korean Politics can adopt from the 
   U.S. Politics, Korean Politicians – their lead 
   of democracy

Integration Seminar
• The Impact of U.S. in Korean Politics
• The Political Relationship between Korea 
   and U.S.
• Korean FTA with the U.S.

Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Changing Perception of Korean Media about U.S.-Korean relations” 
Dr. Gi-Wook Shin,  Director of Shorenstein Asian Pacific Research Center

 
 Gi-Wook Shin is the director of Shorenstein APARC, a professor of 
sociology at Stanford University, and holds many other positions related to 
Korean studies. Shin is currently writing a book on U.S.-Korean relations, 
which is based on analysis of more than 8,000 newspaper articles published 
in the U.S. and South Korean media from 1992 to 2004. Shin’s other projects 
include “social activism and Korean politics” and “Korea’s new Asianism.” 
He is the recipient of numerous grants and fellowships and has actively raised 
funds for Korean Studies at Stanford.

 His potential seminar will cover topics ranging from Korean national-
ism and politics to Korea’s foreign relations.
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Domestic Social Issues

Proposed Speakers

• Charles Armstrong, Associate Professor of  
  History, Director of Center for Korean Re 
  search Columbia University
• Katherine Chon, Cofounder and co-exec 
  utive director of Polaris Project
• Dwight Yoo, Rev. of Renewal Presbyterian  
  Church

Proposed Seminars

Independence Seminar
• Pressures of being a Korean American.
• Development of urban Korea towns - self 
   segregation?
• East Coast vs. West Coast

Integration Seminar
• Interracial marriages, what identity do you 
   follow?
• Korean adoptees.
• The Korean American Mosaic of the diversity.
•U.S. citizenship – when will Korean Americans  
 obtain first-class citizenship?

Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Korean adoptees.”
Hollee McGinnis, Founder of “Also Known As” Adoption Organization

 
 “Ultimately I realized this conflict about my identity arose because I 
felt I had only two choices: Korean or American. The reality was that I was 
both.”
 Hollee McGinnis is a renowned educator and activist in the adoption 
community, having found the national adoption organization Also Known As 
in 1996 and currently working as the Policy Director of the Evan B. Donald-
son Adoption Institute.  She has written about many issues related to transna-
tional adoption and has contributed testimony for White House initiatives on 
Asian American adoptees.
 Hollee will potentially discuss this identity question that many Korean 
Americans face and will appeal to other adoptees.
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International Social Issues

Proposed Speakers

• Dennis P. Halpin, Professional Staff of the  
  House International Relations Committee  
  (HIRC)
• Djun Kil Kim, Minister for Public Affairs  
   at the Embassy of the Republic of Korea in  
   the U.S.
• Song Ryol Han, Deputy Permanent Representa-         
   tive of the DPRK to the United Nations
• Jae H. Ku, Director, North Korea Initiative  
   in Freedom House at Washington DC

Proposed Seminars

Independence Seminar
• Global Citizenship of Koreans
• Social condition of Korean Americans in 
   various fields

Integration Seminar
•  North Korea Human Rights
• Sex-Trafficking both internationally and 
   here in the U.S.
• Korean Political and Economical Relationship                 
   with U.S.
• Contemporary View of the Idea of Reunification 
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Speakers

Featured Seminar
“North Korean Women in China: A Human Rights Crisis”
Peter Beck, Executive Director of the U.S. Committee for Human Rights in North Korea

 
 While North Korea’s recent nuclear disarmament agreement seems to 
signal diplomatic progress on the peninsula, the human rights issue is still a 
major crisis that rarely sees headlines or air time on the U.S. media.  As the 
country’s ravaged by poverty and famine, many women find themselves vic-
tims of the circumstances.  Those who try to escape find themselves the vitcim 
of traffickers who promise them a better life north in China.  These North 
Korean women find little comfort when they escape, often the victim of pros-
titution and abuse.
 As Executive Director of the U.S. Committee for Human Rights in 
North Korea, Peter Beck recently spoke at Penn about this relatively unknown 
issue.  
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Business & Entrepreneurship

Proposed Speakers

• Dow Kim, Executive Vice President Merril  
   Lynch
• Chong Moon Lee, Chairman and CEO of 
   AmBex Venture Group, LLC
• Harry You, Executive Vice President EMC 
  Corporation
• Sung Won Sohn, President and CEO of 
   Hanmi Financial Corp
• David L. Kim, Director of Asian Marketing  
   and Community Relations

Proposed Seminars

Independence Seminar
• Glass-ceiling
• Cultural Aspect in Entrepreneurship
• Getting Ready to Get a Job in Business 
   World

Integration Seminar
• Economic status as a means of receiving social       
  footing in society.
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Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Being a Korean American Entreprenuer: Starting a Cultural Phenonmenon”
Young Lee and Shelly Hwang, Co-Founders of Pinkberry

 
 Hailed by some as the next Starbucks, Pinkberry is a cultural phenom-
enon that has been sweeping the nation.  Whether in K-Towns on either coast 
or elsewhere in New York and California, millions of people have become 
addicted to this company’s “is that yogurt?” taste.  Recently approved for 
American Express’ prestigious Plum Card, Pinkberry is poised to continue its 
great success.

 Young and Shelly will potentially discuss the adventures and chal-
lenges of starting their own company and how they succeeded by breaking 
away from the traditional occupational paths that many Korean Americans 
feel obligated to follow.
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Entertainment & Media

Proposed Speakers

• Jeannie Park, Executive Editor of People
• Daniel Dae Kim, Actor in Lost
• Michael Kim, Anchor for ESPN
• Song Kang-Ho, Actor
• Ju Ju Chang, ABC News Correspondent
• Aaron Yoo, Actor
• Roy Lee, Producer
• Peter Shin, Director Family Guy TV Series
• Rex Lee, Actor in Entourage

Proposed Seminars

• News media coverage and portrayal of  
   Asian Americans
• Breaking into the Entertainment Industry
• Personal Battles in the Media Industry
• The Korean American Press

Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Questions of Identity in the Grace Lee Project”
Grace Lee, Filmmaker

 
 In 2005, filmmaker Grace Lee investigated a phenonmenon that al-
most every Korean American has thought about, “Why does it seem like every 
other girl out there is named Grace Lee?”  In her groundbreaking and award-
winning documentary, she traveled the U.S. meeting others who share her 
name to really see if there was any common “Grace-Lee-ness” among them.

 Grace would potentially discuss her unique experiences during the 
course of filming her documentary.  (However, she would also be able to dis-
cuss issues related to the ways in which each distinct personality distinguished 
her identity in her own way despite all sharing this one generic name.)
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Arts & Design

Proposed Speakers

• David Choe, Abstract Artist
• Jim Lee, Comic Book Artist
• Doo-Ri Chung, Fashion Designer
• Dennis Hwang, Google Logo
• Julie Oh, Fashion Designer

Proposed Seminars

• The Path of Being an Artist
• The Key to be Creative in the World of Arts
• Expressing Identity of a Korean American  
   in Arts 

Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Self Expression through Paint and Canvas”
Amy Sol, Artist

 
 “What, there are Korean American artists out there?”  This seems to be 
the general reaction of most when they try and think of artists from our com-
munity.  However, there is a name out there who is beginning to break out into 
success: Amy Sol.  Starting out as a self-taught artist in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
her paintings have an intriguing fusion of folk-art, manga, vintage illustration, 
and also modern design all illustrated with muted colors.  Her work has been 
displayed at over ten exhibitions on the west coast.

 Amy will possibly discuss her experience from starting out to her 
eventual success and delve into the future for Korean Americans in the artistic 
world and also display her work.
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Literature

Proposed Speakers

• Chang Rae Lee, Writer
• Richard E. Kim, Writer
• Don Lee, Writer
• Susan Choi, Writer
• Ishle Yi Park, Poet
• Helie Lee, Writer
• Kim Sunee, Writer

Proposed Seminars

• Expressing the Korean American identity through  
  the literary medium.
• Portrayal of the Korean American woman: are       
  they entrapped by stereotypes?
• Putting Your Personality into the Writing
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Speakers

Featured Seminar
“Korean Americans in the Literary World: Where are We?”
Dr. Josephine Park, Writer & Assistant Professor of the University of Pennsylvania

 
 Literature is a field Korean Americans have been beginning to make 
an emergence in.  With authors such as Helie Lee and others breaking into the 
mainstream, individuals are beginning to express their voices, their identities, 
and their experiences through the literary form.

 A writer and assistant professor at the University of Pennsylvania, Pro-
fessor Josephine Park has recently authored a book entitled, “Apparitions of 
Asia: Modernist Form and Asian American Poetics.”  In her work, she inves-
tigates the portrayal and relationship of the U.S. with the Far East through the 
poetic and literary expression of Asian Americans and other figures such as 
Walt Whitman.
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Sports

Proposed Speakers

• KJ Choi, Golfer
• Michelle Wie, Golfer
• Se-Ri Park, Golfer
• Grace Park, Golfer
• Hines Ward, NFL Player
• Will Demps, NFL Player
• Marcus Demps, NFL Player
• Richard Park, NHL Player
•  Sonya Thomas, Professional Eater
• Jeanette Lee, Professional Pool Player
• Christine Kim, American Gladiator Contestant

Proposed Seminars

• Reaching beyond the limited view of Asian ath 
   letes
• The Future of Korean Soccer
• Korean Americans in the golf field
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Speakers

Featured Seminar
“An Adoptee Story: Triumph at the Olympics”
Toby Dawson, Olympic Medalist

 
 When you first hear the name Toby Dawson, the typical story comes to 
mind of a Korean child who is adopted by American parents; however, besides 
this inital back drop, his experience is anything but ordinary.  Growing up in 
Vail, Colorado with two ski instructor parents, Toby triumphed at the Torino 
2006 Winter Olympics winning a bronze medal for mogul skiing.

 Toby’s personal story of Olympic victory would be inspiring for all; 
however, his experiences after the Olympic Games would resonate greatly 
with other Korean American adoptees.  On February 8th, 2007, he traveled 
to Korea and was reunited with his father from whom he was separated as a 
child.
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Revenue Summary
Conference Registration

  Early Registration 60%    $105 x 300   31,500
  Regular Registration 30%    $125 x 150   18,750
  Late Registration 10%   $165 x 50      8,250
          Subtotal 58,500

Sponsorships

  Corporate         25,000
  Local          10,000
  Private              5,000
  Mirae Foundation Support             -    
          Subtotal 40,000

University of Pennsylvania Resources
   
  Pan Asian American Community House§        1,500
  Asian American Studies Program*           500
  Center for East Asian Studies*           500
  Other Academic Departments        2,000
          Subtotal   4,500

 
          Grand Total   $103,000

  § - This is the minimum amount promised and finalized from PAACH.
  * - Although not finalized, from other conferences these amounts can be expected from ASAM and CEAS.
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Cost Summary
Accomodations

  Sheraton Hotel    ($185 per Room)
  Thursday Night    200 ~ 300 People   13,875
  Friday Night     400 ~ 500 People   23,125
  Saturday Night   400 ~ 500 People   23.125
          Subtotal 60,125

Speakers

  Travel
   Penn    $0 x 5              0
   Domestic   $500 x 12      6,000
   International   $1500 x 3        4,500
  Accomodations   $185 x 15        2,775
  Food     $15 x 20         300
  Honorarium               -    
          Subtotal 13,575

Dining
   
 Friday
  Breakfast               500
  Lunch    $5 x 500       2,500
  Dinner    $7 x 500       3,500
 Saturday
  Brunch   $7 x 500       3,500
  Dinner    $10 x 500       5,000
          Subtotal 15,000
Facilities

  Seminar Rooms                            0
  Housekeeping & Security         3,500
          Subtotal   3,500
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Cost Summary (Continued)

Event Costs

 Thursday
  SEPTA Transportation  $2 Roundtrip x 150        300
 Friday
  Opening Ceremony   Mic, Projector, Podium       150
  Evening Fun
   • Broomball Faceoff  Rink Rental         300
   • Casino Royale  Prizes          100
   • Game Time/Half Time Supplies & Drinks        100
  Independence Extravaganza
   Venue                   0
   Equipment Rental            500
   Student Performers                0
  Center City Sights3   $2 Roundtrip x 100        200
  KA BBQ3    Food          800
 Saturday
  Opening Ceremony   Mic, Projector, Podium       150
  Spotlight Event 
  Closing Ceremony                 0
  Concert
   Venue           1,500
   Groups    $500 x 12      6,000
  Afterparty
   Venue    (With Barmin, No Cost)             0
   DJ              350
   Charter Bus   $828 x 3      2,484
 Sunday
  “Handprints”    Paint & Sheet            50
          Subtotal 12,984
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Cost Summary (Continued)

Marketing

 PR Campaign
  Flyers     (Free printing at PAACH)             0
  Powerpoint Presentation                0
  Gas     1500 Miles x $.20 / Mile       300
  Other Costs    Motel, Food, Toll, Etc       800
 “Viral” Internet Campaign
  Facebook                  0
  Youtube                  0
  Myspace                  0
  Blogs                   0
  Website              100
 Korean American Magazines
  KoreAm Journal1   Fullpage Ad      3,000
  Others1           3,000
 Materials
  Brochures2           1,000
  Banner              150
  Business Cards   Vista Print 250 Cards Free               0
          Subtotal   7,350

Miscellaneous
  
  T-Shirts4    $6 X 500      3,000
  Stationery              200
  Postage              350
  Supplies              200
          Subtotal   3,750

                       Grand Total         $116,284

  *Costs denoted with a superscript are overhead we are willing to forgo in the event of a budget deficit in the order  
    from 1-4.  This will potentially cover incidental costs not accounted for or discrepancies in revenues.
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Sponsorship

University Support
 The University of Pennsylvania is a school that prides itself in its diversity with a large percent-
age of its students identifying with a wide variety of ethnic backgrounds.  In particular, the Asian Pacific 
American (APA) population is a huge contigent of the student body with over 24% representation on 
campus.  As such, Penn has many great resources in place for groups interested in promoting and culti-
vating cultural awareness and activism.

 Two such programs include the Center for East Asian Studies (CEAS) and the Asian American 
Studies Program (ASAM).  The first of these departments investigates issues relavent to the East Asian 
region including Korea in various field such as sociology, history, and art while the latter examines the 
experience of our population in the U.S..  These two departments will be invaluable for their support and 
also through their access to speakers both within their respective departments and elswhere.

 Penn has also organized another resource that is revolutionary for college campuses: the Pan 
Asian American Community House (PAACH).  This center on campus provides advice, mentoring, and 
resources to student groups involved and interested in the Asian Pacific American community.  Their full 
time staff have helped many clubs on campus including our Korean Students Association organize great 
culture shows and other large scale events.  They have also been involved in the planning of two national 
conferences similar to KASCON: the East Coast Asian American Student Union (ECAASU) in 2005 and 
the Intercollegiate Taiwanese American Student Association (ITASA) in 2007.  They have generously of-
fered their support both administratively and financially in addition to providing a letter of endorsement 
from their director, Dr. June Y. Chu.  PAACH’s experience and assistance with the planning of KASCON 
23 will be an invaluable asset for our team to successfully host this conference.

 We have also received a letter of support from our university’s Vice Provost for University Life, 
which is the umbrella organization that oversees all student interests on campus.  This office also acts 
as the direct link between all student associations and the president of the University of Pennsylvania, 
President Amy Gutmann.  Thus their endorsement shows our administration’s genuine interest and sup-
port for a Korean American Students Conference on Penn’s campus in 2009.

Kascon 23 Foundations
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Sponsorship

Sponsorships
 
 Although we have the support of various departments within the University of Pennsylvania, we 
also recognize the need to seek out private, local, and corporate sponsors to successfully implement our 
vision for KASCON 23.  While we understand the challenges involved with this process, we are prepared 
and ready to embark on this endeavor.

 Penn through its strong alumni network in all of its schools has a well established network of grad-
uates in companies throughout the country and the world, many who maintain a strong sense of solidarity 
with their alma mater.  Two examples of such organizations are the University of Pennsylvania Asian 
Alumni Network (UPAAN) and the Wharton Club of Korea.  Both of these groups host networking 
events and other gatherings for Penn graduates with a vested interest in both the Asian American com-
munity as a whole and also the Korean one as well.  With contact information for both of these associa-
tions, we are poised to get in touch with a large number of alumni who were involved in and continue to 
support Korean American interests at our university.

 Philadelphia also has the fifth largest concentration of Korean Americans in the United States 
with a population over 80,000 as of 2003.1   This presence is evident through the large number of local 
businesses, community centers, and other Korean institutions located throughout our city.  These groups 
have generously supported our KSA culture shows and other events each year so we are confident that 
they will support our conference.

 Lastly, we are ready to pursue corporate sponsorship to fund KASCON 23.  Through personal 
contacts, the Penn network, and our bid team’s extensive research, we have established a comprehensive 
list of firms and their respective contact information.  With our experience, we are prepared to raise the 
funds necessary to host our conference through a combination of corporate, local, and private sponsors.

 The following pages contain our contact list as well as a sample letter to send to companies, 
organizations, and individuals to gain support for our conference in 2009.

1 The Historical Society of Philadelphia, http://www.hsp.org/default.aspx?id=574
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Penn Resources
 Pan Asian American Community House
 Asian American Studies Program
 Center for East Asian Studies
 Korean Studies Program
 College of Arts & Sciences
 Wharton School of Business
 School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
 Asian Pacific Student Coalition
 East Asian Languages and Civilizations Program

Local Resources
 

Corporate Resources
 Samsung
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Why Penn

Why
Passion
Experience
Network
Novelty
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Passion

Experience

Network

Novelty

Why Penn Kascon 23 Foundations

 We are extremely passionate about this conference, the experience, and what it 
means for Korean America to bring about this foundation in Philadelphia.  The Penn Bid 
Team is enthusiastic and willing to devote all the time and effort necessary to ensure the 
vision for KASCON 23 is carried out and will be a great conference in 2009.

 Unbridled passion alone is not enough to host a successful conference; yet, we all 
have extensive leadership experience and the skills necessary to channel our efforts both 
efficiently and effectively.  Although we are prepared from positions we currently hold or 
have held in the past, we are eager to learn and continue to grow through the process of 
planning KASCON 23.

 The bid team is not alone as we carry out our conference.  With over a 24% Asian 
Pacific American student body at Penn, there will never be a shortage of volunteers and 
organizers.  Also, the university provides administrative and financial support through 
various academic departments and PAACH.  Lastly, our alumni are well-connected in the 
professional world, thus aiding in the search for sponsorships to fund our endeavor.

 Our vision of Foundations is inspired by Philadelphia’s history and the figure of 
Philip Jaisohn that are unique to both our city and our campus.  Also, the two themes en-
compassed within this broader idea allow for a much more focused analysis and are offer 
a different approach to investigating and understanding our Korean America.
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Personal Essay

  

  If you were to live a day in the life of “Bryan Ko,” you’d find a mess of polar opposites, 

contrasting worlds, and what could potentially be a little identity confusion thrown into the seemingly 

unbalanced equation.  I can go from serving “bulgogi” at a Korean Students Association (KSA) barbe-

cue night to eating “cholent” and “latke’s” prepared by a visiting rabbi at my Jewish fraternity house.  

I often catch myself blurting “nae” in heated Spanish literature discussions and “sí” in my Elementary 

Korean class.  I have ended up with this character mosaic by never hesitating to jump in and immerse 

myself in the fresh waters of new undertakings.  I value each figurative plunge as an opportunity to 

adapt and learn, to challenge and apply the facets of myself that I have developed up to that moment.  

While each new situation presents risks, the potential to discover and expand my own character is rea-

son enough to venture into the unknown.  

  Yet, outside of this ever-changing world I cultivate, the one constant in my Penn life has been 

my involvement in  KSA, rising from a humble freshman representative three years ago to one of the 

Co-Presidents this semester.  With the same passion I have for pursuing new endeavors, I have led my 

eleven person board with an ardor for initiative and departure from the status quo.  While my involve-

ment in KSA represents this experiential learning process through the coordination of my constituents, 

implementation of ideas, and other tests of my abilities, this club has really been a source to ground who 

I am on this campus.   While it may oversimplify this notion of identity, I view myself as a pendulum 

that constantly sways among the various facets within, always influenced by the pulls and pushes of my 

experiences, relationships, and surroundings.  I, like many other Korean Americans, see a dichotomy 

between a “Korean” and “American” sense of self.  Within any given day, I find this inner component 

may swing wildly between these two ends; meanwhile, KSA has been a constant pull factor towards a 

side that otherwise may have been forgotten.

  By attending KASCON 20 and through a long conversation I had with Brian Cho, the Execu-

tive Director two years ago, I understand that the conference is a union of both these aspects that I

Bryan Ko
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Personal Essay

  

value deeply and have come to define my Penn experience.  On the one hand, KASCON will be a com 

pletely new, exciting endeavor that will leave an indelible mark on who I am.  Meeting and working 

with people from across the nation and in some cases around the world will be a definite turning point 

for my character and personal growth.  Yet, this conference will more importantly be an empowering 

experience to reinforce and redefine my understanding of the “Korean” margin within me.  While I 

share in the solidarity that generally all Koreans share, my involvement in the execution of KASCON 

will surely be a catalyst for this greater consciousness and awareness.  Yet, through my participation on 

board, I will not be content with just making gains for myself; I will strive to organize a conference that 

inspires others as I was inspired by my experience at Princeton two years ago.

  KASCON is about education and empowerment, and I look to continue this precedent while 

building upon it at the same time.  Conference participants look to have an experience that is not only 

an opportunity to learn about contemporary issues and currents but also comprehend what direction Ko-

rean America is taking.  However, as we have realized, the lines and definitions of this identity are not 

easily defined with lines that are black and white.  There is interplay of independent facets represented 

by the spectrum within our population and also the need to reconcile these facets into an integrated 

voice and understanding.  However, through the vision of our conference and its successful implemen-

tation, this lofty goal will be an achievable milestone for KASCON 23.

  Through our wealth of past experiences, both the Penn Bid Team and KSA are prepared to 

bring this conference to Penn, and I am very confident in our ability to do so successfully.  By leverag-

ing our unbridled fervor for this conference with our group knowledge and skills, we know we can host 

a great conference and are eager to do so in the spring of 2009.

Bryan Ko
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Personal Essay

  

  As I try to find a way to remember and catalog the things I have done and been through, I 

set values on the things that have impacted me the most. It is the personal experiences of living in this 

country that have defined me, define me, and will continue to define me. A tiny portion of the broader 

picture of my so-called life: I love the New York Yankees, dislike Korean soap operas, and am a yogi at 

heart. I have almost drowned, have bungee jumped in Asia, have ridden in a broken roller coaster, and 

still fear my mother’s “yah-dan” more than death itself. I have traveled to New Orleans after Hurricane 

Katrina with Habitat for Humanity and have changed at least one person’s life, but I still feel insufficient 

as to have ever made a connection with them. I have found lifelong friends who are just as weird as or 

weirder than I am through KSA, but continue to wonder if having such friends has made me any more 

“Korean”. I have written for my school’s fashion publication and have helped execute two on-campus 

fashion shows, which continue to inflate my love for fashion. I have worked for a federal agency in 

Korea while living in Seoul for a summer, and have eaten the “swirly goodness” of Red Mango-only to 

run to the nearest Starbucks minutes later.

  Korea and I do not agree on many things: kimchi, karaoke, and softspoken mannerisms. So 

why do I choose to experience this? Why do I choose to comply? My life has been filled with a plethora 

of Yes, I am Korean’s with very few I am American’s. I have an aversion to labels and try as often as 

possible to avoid labeling things to what I am or finding terminology for things that I should be. At the 

same moment, I am perplexed by the rugged individualism system of American identity, for what can a 

granted citizenship give me that I cannot experience myself- what can a legal document truly offer me 

that I cannot experience for myself? Why must you try to define me? How does a citizenship guarantee 

an identity?  How misleading! Documentation really, means nothing in the perceived authenticity of my 

racial identity!

  I have always envisioned college as the supreme springboard to which I would be able to ex-

plain my notable experiences. Bringing KASCON to Penn is not just another piece of documentation

Amy Lee 
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Personal Essay

  

of my “have done’s” in my life. KASCON isn’t intended to be a self-fulfilling feat among our team; 

otherwise, we’d be missing the point. KASCON operates to link, to provide a context with which a 

connection can be made between Korean American belonging and Americanization. In the end, natural-

ized, un-naturalized, or un-naturalizable, we Korean Americans aren’t a conglomeration of strangers, 

but we’re a family of headstrong film directors. We pride ourselves on being able to look at the world 

through our self-righteous lens, certain that our view has more clarity than anyone else’s. The goal of 

KASCON to recreate and project onto us our collective American identity that is congenial in society 

today. 

  The themes of past KASCON’s have illustrated the continuously evolving culture of Korean 

Americans. Paper documents aren’t enough to clear up cultural misperceptions or identities. My hope 

for the attending KASCON will be for them to walk away, confident that they will be able to live un-

constrained by conventional socio-cultural expectations or ascribed social “scripts.” We the people of 

Penn have the vision and the faith to see that it can be done. 

Amy Lee 
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Personal Essay

  A freshman lost at sea and surrounded by hundreds of highly achieved students, I was in such 

awe and distress.  Even at a school so prestigious, they had a 4.0 GPA, was president of this club and 

on the executive board of another and a double major. How did they manage so many things? How did 

they become so involved? Where do I even start? Deciding to take a stand and start somewhere, I gather 

my courage and blindly step out into this unfamiliar environment. Heading down Locust Walk, flyers 

jut out left and right at me. I was in search for something new, something fresh for my college experi-

ence. While trying to weave my way through the jungle of bustling students, I find myself startled by a 

tap on my shoulder.  To my relief, it was my good friend, Julian Liang. Being the knowledgeable person 

she was, she introduced me to a variety of tables. Soon enough I was signing up for all these different 

clubs.  It felt good being involved on campus and making a mark. However, as time passed I felt like 

something was missing. Previously exploring the culture my half-Chinese side throughout high school, 

I felt compelled to do a little soul searching to my half-Korean side during college. This was when I 

came across KSA, Korean Student Association.  

  They are active in trying to expand the knowledge of the Korean culture to the Korean and 

non-Korean alike. They hold entertaining parties, exciting events, and successful shows.  However, the 

one thing that really interested me the most was KASCON. Not only does it bring together Korean-

American students locally, but nationally as well. KASCON is able to draw attention to the idea that 

even within the Korean-American community, there is such diversity. Growing up in New Jersey all 

my life, I only saw divisions between each ethnic group, but none within an individual ethnic group. 

However, after arriving at the University of Pennsylvania, not only have I seen the divisions within the 

Korean-Americans, but I have experienced and felt it as well. These divisions cause struggles for indi-

viduals, like myself to find a place amongst our peers. After realizing this, a sense of curiosity spurred 

within me, what other possible problems do Korean-Americans face? Looking into Korean-American 

issues in more depth, I realized what little voice we had as a community. As a whole, our numbers may 
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big but our voices are small. How is it possible for the needs of the Korean community to be fully met if 

we are not heard? This is why there is a need for a stronger voice, a voice that will resonate over others 

so that we may be heard. KASCON is successful in promoting the awareness of these above concerns. 

In the end, by addressing these issues to those across the nation, we can come together and improve the 

situations that Koreans face daily. This will not only improve our own lives but also increase the aware-

ness of the Korean culture and heritage.

  Building from the ground up with our visions of independence and integration, we can estab-

lish the foundation needed to create a greater identity in America as a whole. This strong foundation will 

enable Korean-Americans to take a strong hold of our past, realize our present position and step forward 

to a more visible and involved community. By bringing KASCON 23 to University of Pennsylvania, 

we will be able to share this new way to envision the growth of a greater Korean community in this 

American society.
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  “How do I get to the University after I get off from the plane?” “Do you think I can make 

any friends in college?” “What if my random roommate is really mean? How am I going to survive?” 

Tracking back to the summer right before I entered the college, I had all these questions and worries 

in my mind. I didn’t want to come to the U.S. I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do, and I didn’t want to 

be separated from my beloved family, friends, and the life in Korea I was so accustomed to.. I had a 

feeling that I may lose all of them. In the beginning, I had to deal with extreme loneliness as would 

be expected from living in a foreign country. Though there were some Koreans who were living in the 

same building, I rarely got to see them. My suite was full of non-Asian people that I had trouble talking 

to as a first-year international student. My roommate was a wild party girl, which made it difficult for 

me  to find any alone time to rest my mind. After several months of struggle, I had found myself settling 

down to American college life. I met some Korean American friends with whom  I could easily click. I 

learned which brand of gummy bear tastes good, and which online websites has useful information, and 

which store I need to go for fresh vegetable. Amidst of all the changes, I have realized that it is time for 

me to redefine my identity – where I stand and in which direction I should walk. I am Korean, but I live 

in America. I am still very closely attached to my Korean roots, but am also slowly absorbing American 

culture. 

  In my sophomore year, the board of Korean American Students Association (KSA) announced 

that they were planning to submit a bid for KASCON 23. The idea of having famous speakers and events 

for Korean Americans fascinated me. It sounded like a great chance to meet many successful Koreans 

who are challenging the U.S. with ambition and courage. During KASCON 23’s bidding preparation, I 

was excited for the whole process of finding influential speakers, picking seminar topics, and planning 

events for students. The KASCON 23 that the bidding team of the University of Pennsylvania envisions 

will inspire Korean American students to confront their identities straight. The United States is a melt-

ing pot country with different cultures and races gathered in one place. It is one of the wonderful
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advantages of living in America, but we also need to be careful. As we delve into the center of the melt-

ing pot to obtain our dream, we must remember that this pot also has invisible walls and limitations that 

we need to overcome as Koreans. KASCON 23 will encourage us to face those obstacles by presenting 

many forefathers who have made it. 

  I am delighted to be involved in the bidding for KASCON 23 at University of Pennsylvania. 

KASCON 23 will provide unity among different Korean Americans by confirming that we are one part 

of the U.S. population that share the common root of the motherland, Korea. It will help us understand 

our generation’s agendas and potentials. KASCON 23 will help the young generation to face challenges 

through prominent speakers, evoking passion from their hearts to set higher goals. In Korean culture, it 

is well-known idea that many parents insist that their children attain professional careers in medicine or 

law. KASCON 23 will inspire this young generation to break out of this traditional submissive move-

ment, and encourage that each individual to independently choose his or her own dream; for in America, 

success will naturally follow.
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  Each year, KASCON attempts to define the Korean-American identity by divulging into 

themes that combine the blending of two cultures.  Whether we present ourselves as a “new wave” in 

an ever-changing society or seek to “live our dreams” through the opportunities presented in the states, 

there are a multitude of ways to explore what it truly means to be Korean-American.  Penn offers a 

promising theme through “Foundations” by presenting the roots of our identity through the eyes of Phil-

lip Jaihson.  

  As a Korean-American growing up in Los Angeles, I was always heavily exposed to Korean 

culture.  The vast Korean population in my neighborhood gave me certain stigmas about my heritage 

which I mistakenly applied to all Koreans in general.  However, my time at Penn has greatly altered 

my outlook on such an identity.  Although many of us may share the same ancestry, our current status 

in society all varies.  Such diversity is seen throughout the eclectic groups of Koreans in college. From 

dedicated church-goers to fraternity brothers, Koreans are represented in all aspects of university social 

networks.  However, our differences are united through our shared ancestry and “Foundations” embarks 

to congregate Koreans to a common goal.

  Throughout my high school studies, I continuously contributed to the Korean-American 

community through various events and activities.  I volunteered for the Korean Artists Association of 

Southern California (KAASC) and Jangtoh (annual LA Korean festival) throughout all four years.  My 

largest project by far was the San Fernando Valley Korean Olympics.  As student chairman, I orga-

nized a friendly, competition amongst LAUSD schools with an attendance of 1000 students to promote 

sportsmanship and Korean culture.  Such events have given me much experience in finding sponsors, 

speakers, and venues- all skills I hope to contribute to KASCON 23.    

  Penn has always been dedicated attendees to KASCON but, we have not hosted one since 

1994.  We now have the resources and people to create a successful, meaningful convention that ties 

in Philadelphia’s rich historic landmarks with our struggles as Korean-Americans.  “Foundations” is 

an opportunity to not only assemble students in a weekend of networking and entertainment, but also a 

chance to redefine our identities as Korean-Americans.
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“Icing!”

“Change it up!”

  As coach yelled at us to change the lines, I had to get off the ice. As I sat on the bench, watch-

ing the game, I remembered my first time seeing people play ice hockey. I did not know what “icing” 

was; what puck was; and what positions there were. Then, it was my turn to be on the ice again, this 

time, as on defense. I got up and rushed out on the ice, eyeing the ‘seagull’ play.

  Having moved to Canada during my childhood, the biggest thing I had in my mind was ‘fit-

ting in’. As I walked on school field, not knowing what to do or how to speak the language yet, I learned 

that everyone talked about this team sport – ice hockey that was foreign to me. Having come from 

Korea, I had no idea the sport hockey was. Thus, I asked people and they took me to an ice arena. As I 

watched a game among the crowd, the new sport fascinated me more than I could imagine. Players were 

cooperating, working hard and most importantly having fun. It came down to one conclusion: I wanted 

to play ice hockey. I thought it would enable me to meet many new people, to learn teamwork and to ‘fit 

in’ to the new western jungle in which I had to survive.

  I had to acquire many skills: standing still on the ice, skating around with a stick, handling the 

puck and shooting the puck. Initially, it was very humiliating, since I had to learn to skate with five year 

old children, but the ultimate goal to ‘fit in’ drove me to practice and to improve my skills. As soon as 

I could play on a team, I learned that I was the only Asian player on it. For the first few months, I did 

not talk with teammates; I just sat by myself while everyone else socialized. As I tried to reach out for 

friendship, people just ignored me and acted as if I did not exist. I realized then, that the only differ-

ence between them and me was my skin color which was little yellower to be one of them (let aside my 

proficiency in English at that time), but I also knew that the skin color was my heritage and that by no
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means would I be able to change it.

  Time elapsed, and I started to like playing ice hockey, although I was still bad at it. I am not 

sure if the time built up my confidence and helped me fully acknowledge that I was playing a western-

ized sport, or the time made me grow numb to other people’s preconceptions and their unfair treatments. 

Yet, I believed in one thing: my playing ice hockey granted me a ‘westernized’ identity.

  My ‘westernized’ identity was different from my ‘korean’ identity in that the former was 

more aggressive, louder, more egotistical and more supercilious while the latter grew timid, quiet, pes-

simistic and self-conscious. The two contrasting identities existed simultaneously in me, like Doctor 

Jackyll and Hyde. At the moment, I preferred my ‘westernized’ identity to my Korean identity because 

it seemed that no one treated me condescendingly when I have my ‘westernized’ identity. Thus, I tried 

to push aside my Korean identity for good.

  As soon as I thought I was fitting into the westernized society, I was forced to continue learn-

ing Korean Traditional Dance. I did not want to learn the dance. It was too ‘Korean’ for me, and the 

‘korean-ness’ was too outlandish for me to bear. With the thought of ‘being Korean equaling being dif-

ferent’, and believing that being Korean or different would make me not be able to become a successful 

member of the westernized world, I hated to continue learning Korean Traditional Dance.

  Eventually, I had to continue learning the dance. However, I kept it as a secret from others 

since I was afraid that my ‘fitting in’ project would turn into a failure. I told my coaches and my friends 

that I had school projects to complete, errands to run, or appointments to attend. At first, doing Korean 

Traditional Dance seemed like such a burden to me. However, as I started dancing again, my childhood 

memories came back. Though for last few years, ever since I came to Vancouver, I had been trying to 

cut off every single connection I had with old ‘Korean’ me and everything related to it, as I danced, ev-

erything came back to me: my happy life back in Korea, my adorable friends, and my caring relatives. 

From then on, I secretly grew fond of dancing. It was as if I could be normal ‘me’ again.
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  As time passed, I developed a fond love for Korean Traditional Dance. It was of the time that 

‘I’ was not so foreign to myself. It was the ‘me’ that I had known for years and the memories followed. 

At times, as I walked out of the studio, I pondered how others will perceive me when they learn about 

the old ‘me’ and my ‘korean-ness’. Because I wanted to be honest about all matters, I wanted to show 

others what I used to be, but the fear of seeming ‘different’ and being ‘different’, and thus not being 

accepted, always held me back.

  Hence, my Korean identity had always been suppressed to be kept hidden and under control. 

However, when I finally let go of my worries of how others thought of me, and grew out of my own 

intimate bubble, I saw that I was accepted in the society, not as the ‘Canadian’ that I had always wanted 

to be, but the ‘Korean-Canadian’. It was a new identity for me. I lost few of my Canadian friends, but I 

made new friends who accepted me the way I am.

  Ice Hockey and Korean Traditional Dance are the two activities that I enjoy doing. I believe 

that Ice hockey was able to connect me to the westernized world, whereas Korean Traditional Dance 

was able to keep me connected to my own culture, making sure that I do not forget who I am and where 

I have come from. Two very different activities that I enjoy doing define two different worlds for me; 

One, the tough western world from my childhood, and the other, the Korean world that I had taken for 

granted, and had blamed for my own good. Because I have lived through these experiences, I believe 

that I have two different worlds in me. I am both Westernized and Koreanized. I consider myself, or 

others that are similar, to be the fillers of the gap between two cultures and the bridge that connects one 

culture to the other.

  Although at first, being Korean American was too challenging, now that I have overcome 

the challenges, I believe being Korean American is one blessed chance that I had taken, thanks to my 

parents who had changed me for good and broadened my perspective of the world.

  With this great conference and great experience that I am to attend and am to gain, I believe
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by exchanging ideas, learning about different issues and sharing experiences, many Korean Americans 

can grow, recognize and appreciate our standing as the essential bridge between two cultures.

  In doing so, I believe bringing the conference to UPenn, having the people who share the 

same degree of passion, love and enthusiasm work on shaping the KASCON XX III would be of a great 

opportunity. It would help those who find themselves whether by choice or not between two different 

cultures realize that they have the opportunity to find the appropriate balance between the two sides of 

the bridge, and that they possess the potential not to have multiple identities like Jason Bourne from 

“Bourne Trilogy” but to have one identity in which they have united two different cultures. I believe 

that UPenn students are more than capable of shaping the KASCON XXIII to prevent anyone like 

myself to be ashamed of my heritage and to help them learn that it is something to be proud of and to 

embrace.
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  To me, being a second-generation Korean-American means that there is a limited group of 

people who understand the obstacles that I face daily. I am part of a small minority whose birth and de-

velopment in the United States exist alongside an undeniable Korean heritage. This minority excludes 

some of my closest friends and even my parents. I have come to realize that the only ones who can 

comprehend my situation are those who are in my position, who, like me, are in a constant search for 

equilibrium. 

   In my life, there are two paths that extend in different directions, both of which have bound-

aries that I can never exceed. To one side lies what it means to be American, while on the other, what it 

means to be Korean. Without the proper face, surname, and family, I don’t quite fit into the former; and, 

without fluency in Korean and the appropriate childhood, I am often cast out of the latter. Therefore, I 

am perpetually swayed from side to side, never fully embracing one end of the spectrum. 

  As a result, I am reminded that the term “Korean-American” (of the second-generation) is so 

much more than just a category. It is in fact a symbol that points to objects and ideas far beyond itself. 

It points to the Confucian understanding that my parents should always be respected. It points to an 

often unbearable expectation for success that rests upon my shoulders. It points to the recognition of 

my parents’ countless sacrifices. It also points to a future job and family in America. It points to many 

Korean relatives and many non-Korean friends. It points to a careful balance that must be maintained at 

all times. It points to all this, but most importantly, it points to me. 

  I struggle each day trying to epitomize this incredibly complicated term. Born and raised in 

the U.S. I have no direct link with Korea except through my parents. As they grow older and I begin to 

create my own life, I will no longer have to speak the language that currently resonates so loudly in my 

household. In time, the seemingly endless ties that my father and mother maintain with family members 

from all over the world, spanning for multiple generations, will be jeopardized.

  In my life, I will be tempted to forget it all. I will be tempted to stop updating the Rolodex 
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of distant relatives that my father keeps. I will be tempted to stop uttering a language that none of my 

peers speak. In essence, I will be tempted to curtail the term “Korean-American” into a less complex, 

more convenient word. Therefore, I must never get lazy. 

At KASCON, I plan to listen closely to the thoughtful speakers and to engage with others who face the 

same struggles as my own. By the conference’s end, it is my hope to have a clear, fuller understanding 

of my complex identity.   
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